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Figure 1: KPiX event time structure.

1 The KPiX readout

The KPiX readout chips is a silicon chips used in hybrid silicon detectors for readout some of its design
parameters are:

• 13 bit ADC

• 1024 readout channels

• integrated pitch adapter

• Only active for a short time span and deactivated for the rest of the time thanks to power pulsing
(see fig.: 1)

• Power consumption of ≈ 40 µW per channel as a result of power pulsing

• TODO?

As a result of the power pulsing KPiX is only active for a short time span depending on the parameters.
The actual data taking time is

Topen = 8 × ClkPeriodAcq × BunchClockCount

with an approximately 1 ms start up time before, an approximately 1 ms data storage time after and
finally an approximately 20 ms read out time (see fig.: 1). Currently in use, test setup at DESY using
SiD ECal sensor with one bump bonded KPiX.

1.1 Working with KPiX

Ignoring the installation of the KPiX DAQ (see Dimitras book for further information), working with
KPiX entails the following.

KPiX is controlled via a GUI called KPiXGui32 with the option of giving a configuration xml file as
an argument. For more information on the xml file see subsection 1.2. The KPiX gui is used to
build up a connection between the PC, the FPGA on the DAQ board and the KPiX chips. Through
the gui, the settings and run state of KPiX can be controlled. When using a configuration xml File
instead of standard settings one needs to do the following steps to have KPiX running.

1. After opening the gui go to the status panel (see fig.: 3) and press read status, this tries up a
connection to the FPGA on the DAQ board (unsure!). Make sure the FPGA is fully powered
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Figure 2: System panel of the KPiX Gui with Filename, Run State etc.

(≈ 1.1 A) or it will not work. The empty fields will fill up with hexadecimal numbers. If not, it
will give an error that no connection to the FPGA was possible, check the power supply to the
FPGA and restart it.

2. Then move to the system panel (see fig.: 2) and press ”Set Defaults”. It will try to connect to
the KPiX chip and load up the configuration settings. If the connection to KPiX works, the
Data File panel will show the DataBase variable written in the xml file. If not, it will give an
error that not every connection to kpix was possible. In that case, check for faulty connection
from the DAQ board to the KPiX chip.

3. (Optional) To save files, press open on the system panel. It will create a timestamped file in the
”DataBase” folder.

4. To start the data taking set RunState to Running, Evr Running or Running calibration depend-
ing on the demand.

The three RunStates are described as follows:

• Running: Takes the number of acquisition (acq.) cycles given in the RunCount parameter as
Events. This means that KPiX activates itself as often as given in the Parameter.

• Evr Running: (?)

• Running calibration: Running with calibration means that in addition to the number of acq.
cycles taken as shown in the RunCount parameter. A charge injection into the channels from
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Figure 3: Status panel of the KPiX Gui showing serial numbers and connection addresses of KPiX.

CalChanMin to CalChanMax with the charge injection ranging from CalDacMin to CalDacMax
with a step size given by CalDacStep.

The Keithley sourcemeter has a ripple of 100 mV in the range above 20V.

1.1.1 External trigger run

To start a run with an external trigger a few things need to be done.

1. Change TrigForceDisabled to true to inhibit internal triggering

2. Change every channel from Activated (A) to Deactivated (D) to inhibit internal triggers

3. Set external TrigSource to NimA (current ECAL board NimB does not work!)

(TODO: ADD PICTURES FROM TESTBEAM)

1.1.2 External startup signal

KPiX allows one to change the starting signal from Software to NimA. This then waits for a ris-
ing/falling edge on the NimA port to tell KPiX to switch on (TODO: ADD PICTURES FROM
TESTBEAM). The setup crashes when the frequency of startup signals is too high i.e. if a startup
signal comes during active KPiX time (Connection crash, only fixable by restarting FPGA).
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Figure 4: Configuration gui showing the loaded setting to be used during KPiX running.
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1.2 The KPiX xml file

The settings for the fpga and the kpix readout chip are given by an xml file called at the same time
as the kpixGui32. The options are

Option Decsription Value range

CalChanMax Sets end channel to be calibrated (?)
CalChanMin Sets start channel to be calibrated (?)
CalDacCount Granularity of DAC conversion (?)
CalDacMax (?)
CalDacMin (?)
CalDacStep Describes the granularity of the charge injection,

lower step value means more different charge calibration values
CalMeanCount (?)

DataAuto (?)
DataBase Position for file to be saved
DataFile Position for file to be saved

DebugCmdTime (?)
DebugEnable (?)

RunCount Number of acquisition cycles (times to be open)
RunRate Limit the rate of data acquisition (?)

and for more options:

• cntrlFpga: sets the position of the fpga on the board , as we currently only have 1 FPGA the
index is always 0. Needs to be set to true to talk to the FPGA.

• kpixAsic: index describes the position of the KPiX on the readout board. There are connections
from 0 to 30 with connection 30 at the end of the board near the cable connections and 0 at the
opposite side. (TODO: Figure out the use of the serial number) The right index needs to be set
to true to talk to KPiX. The amount of KPiX or the position do not correspond to the actual
setup the GUI will give an error during the SetDefaults stage. Threshold and channel disabling
can be done here for each KPiX separately.

The KPiX rate is determined by the acquisition clock. For example with an acquisition clock of 320
ns the bunch clock period which is 8 times the acquisition clock is 2.56 µs. As we are asking for 8192
bunch clock cycles (the ADC resolution) this results in an acquisition time of 20.97 ms.

The total event rate is given by adding ClkPeriodAcq + ClkPeriodDig + ClkdPeriodIdle together and
multiplying it by 8*8192. There has to be another time influence since this does not add up to the
correct event rate seen. ClkPeriodPrecharge and ClkPeriodRead appear to have no influence on the
event rate during running (TODO: only during calibration?)
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Option Decsription

AcquisitionTrigger Describes where the activation signal comes from, either through
the GUI (Software) or an external signal NimA or CmosA

BncSourceA (?)
BncSourceB (?)

ClkPeriodAcq Describes the open time after a trigger
ClkPeriodDig Describes the time for digitisation

ClkdPeriodIdle Time between two acquisition cycles
ClkPeriodPrecharge (?)

ClkPeriodRead Time for readout (?)
KpixRxRaw (?)
RunMode Describes whether the xml file is a calibration or running file

KpixInputEdge Sets the voltage edge for input (Rising/Falling)
KpixOutputEdge Sets the voltage edge for output (Rising/Falling)

Trigsource For external trigger from a beam telescope, time between signal
and actual beam particle should be less than 100 ns

TimestampSource Sets timestamp resource to Timestamp events,
for example beam telescope (NimA and (?))

BunchClockCount (?)
Cal0Delay (?)
Cal1Delay (?)
Cal2Delay (?)
Cal3Delay (?)
CalCount (?)

CfgAutoReadDisable (?)
CfgAutoStatusReadEn (?)

CfgForceTemp (?)
CfgDisableTemp (?)
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Option Decsription

CntrlDisPerReset (?)
CntrlEnDcReset (?)
CntrlHighGain Sets gain to high if true

CntrlNearNeighbor (?)
CntrlForceTrigSource (?)

CntrlCalSource (?)
CntrlHoldTime (?)
CntrlClibHigh (?)

CntrlShortIntEn (?)
CntrlForceLowGain Sets gain to low if true (when both high and low are false, gain is set to normal)

CntrlLeakNullDisable (?)
CntrlPolarity (?)

CntrlDisPwrCycle (?)
CntrlFeCurr (?)

CfgTestDataEn (?)
CntrlDiffTime (?)

CntrlMonSource (?)
CntrlTrigDisable (?)
Chan 0000 0031 Used to manually disable certain channels, 32 channels per row,

example: AAADAAAA ... means channel 3 is deactivated and the rest activated
DacCalibration (?)

DacDefaultAnalog (?)
DavEventThreshold (?)

DacRampThresh (?)
DacRangeThreshold (?)

DacShaperBias (?)
DacThresholdA (?)
DacThresholdB (?)

Enabled (?)
TimeLeakageNullOff (?)

TimreResetOn (?)
TimePowerUpOn (?)
TimeOffsetNullOff (?)

TimeThreshOff (?)
TimeResetOff (?)

TimeBunchClkDelay (?)
TimeDigitizeDelay (?)

TriginhibitOff Sets a number to ignore the first X triggers after opening for signal(?)
Version (?)
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